
Name:____________________________________________ #:_______  Mon Night Hwk 
Study Guide for Test #1 on Module 2 Lessons 1-11 

(Remember, this test will be given on Friday, Nov. 20th) 
 

Key Terms:  Complete the chart below by either writing the key term that’s being described or the 
definition of the key term given: 
 

 
 
Complete the Blanks: Read each sentence and complete the blanks to make each statement true. 
➔ Plants get their matter for growth from _____________________ and 

__________________. 
➔ Animals get their matter for growth from the _____________________ they eat.. 

➔ Plants make their own food through a process called 

________________________________. 

Key Term Definition 

 
 

 

the living component of a 
plant that makes up its 
structures 

gas exchange 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

an interconnected system of 
living things and their 
environment 

food web 
 
 
 
 
 

 matter that organisms 
release into their 
environment 



Name:____________________________________________ #:_______  Mon Night Hwk 
Study Guide for Test #1 on Module 2 Lessons 1-11 

(Remember, this test will be given on Friday, Nov. 20th) 
 
Understanding a Food Web: Use this diagram and knowledge of science to answer the questions 
that follow. 
 

 
★ Name two food sources for the squirrel:  

○ ______________________ ______________________ 

★ What two organisms both eat a shrew?  

○ ______________________ ____________________________________ 

★ Name two organism that the hawk doesn’t eat: 

○ ______________________ ______________________ 

★ Complete the following food chains to make them true: 

○ grass → ____________________ → insect-eating bird → _________ 

○ ___________________ → deer → _______________________________ 

○ shrub → ____________________ → hawk 

○ ________________ → rabbit → ____________________ → hawk 

  



Name:____________________________________________ #:_______  Mon Night Hwk 
Study Guide for Test #1 on Module 2 Lessons 1-11 

(Remember, this test will be given on Friday, Nov. 20th) 
 

Key Terms:  Complete the chart below by either writing the key term that’s being described or the 
definition of the key term given: 
 

 
 
Complete the Blanks: Read each sentence and complete the blanks to make each statement true. 
➔ Plants get their matter for growth from air and water. 
➔ Animals get their matter for growth from the food they eat.. 

➔ Plants make their own food through a process called photosynthesis. 

Key Term Definition 

 
plant tissue 

 

the living component of a 
plant that makes up its 
structures 

gas exchange 
the process of taking in 
gases need for life and 
releasing others as waste 

 
ecosystem 

an interconnected system of 
living things and their 
environment 

food web 
a model that shows the 
feeding interactions of 
organisms in an 
ecosystem 

snake matter that organisms 
release into their 
environment 



Name: ANSWER KEY #:_______  Mon Night Hwk 
Study Guide for Test #1 on Module 2 Lessons 1-11 

(Remember, this test will be given on Friday, Nov. 20th) 
 
Understanding a Food Web: Use this diagram and knowledge of science to answer the questions 
that follow. 
 

 
★ Name two food sources for the squirrel:  

○ shrub tree 

★ What two organisms both eat a shrew?  

○ hawk mountain lion 

★ Name two organism that the hawk doesn’t eat: 

○ tree grasshopper deer rabbit 

★ Complete the following food chains to make them true: 

○ grass → grasshopper → insect-eating bird → hawk 

○ shrub/tree → deer → mountain lion 

○ shrub → squirrel→ hawk 



○ shrub→ rabbit → snake → hawk 

 


